REGULATION NO. 67/2009

A REGULATION ISSUED BY THE COUNCIL REGIONAL GOVERNMENT TO PROVIDE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF AMENDING THE COUNCIL OF REGIONAL GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION, MEETING AND INTERNAL WORKING PROCEDURE REGULATION NO.3/2003 (AS AMENDED) IN THE AMHARA NATIONAL REGIONAL STATE.
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Regulation No. 67/2009
WHEREAS, as the Council of Amhara Regional Government has been vested high executive powers and hence to discharge this multifaceted responsibility entrusted on it by the Revised Constitution of the National Region, it is necessary that agenda to be deliberated on from time to time by the council are to become the ones that development, democracy and good governance to be developed and its sustainability is materialized thereof.

Whereas, with a view to discharging this constitutional responsibility, it has been realized that it has great significance to stipulate and implement the required criteria for agendas to be presented to the council of the region;

Whereas, hence, it is found necessary to re-amend the existing council of regional government Organization, Meeting and Internal Working Procedure determination regulation thereof;

Now, therefore, the Council of the Amhara National Region, in accordance with the powers vested in it under the provisions of art. 58, sub. Art. 7 of the Revised National Regional Constitution and art. 33 of Regulation No.3/2003 (as amended), hereby issues this regulation.

1. Short Title

This regulation may be cited as “The Amhara Regional Government Organization, Meeting and Internal Working Procedure Determination Regulation No. 3/2003 (as amended)
አንፋን የጉዳዩ ዳንጋሁ ታወች

2. ይዘት

የርስ-
አጠቃላይ የሚቀርቡ የአመራር ሥነ-ሥር ᪐ት መወሰኛ ደንብ ቁጥር 3/1995 ዓ/ም (እንደተሻሻለ) እንዳካካታው በም ባህ
ትለቸ።

ማሻሻያ ኦቁስ 13 ጊዜስ ይወስናው ካስስ ኦቁስ 13 ጊዜስ ይወስናው።

አንፋስ 13. የመስተዳድር ም/ቤት ይግባኝ ከሚቀርቡትን ያሬት የአጠቃላይ ከስልጣን የመስራትን መስራትን ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይሆኑ። ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት

አንፋስ 13. የአሸወር ይዘት ይግባኝ ከሚቀርቡትን ያሬት የአጠቃላይ ከስልጣን የመስራትን መስራትን ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚቀርቡትን የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናው የአሸወር ይዘት ይህ የሚወስናwow

Article 13. Criteria to be fulfilled for the Agendas that are to be presented to the Council of Government.

1. With regard to form, quality and completeness of the agendas, any agenda that may be sent to be presented to the council of the government shall entail fact of the issue, study-contribution and decision-proposal necessary for making decision. If the agenda is about to ratifying a draft law, it shall be sent together with Amharic version of the draft law and a statement that explains the idea of the law.

2. With regard to content of an agenda, an organ that may send the agenda is bound to confirm that the following quality and completeness criteria for agenda content are fulfilled in the agenda:

A. Examine that the Agendas are compatible with national and regional policies, programs and operations and their significance to implement
these policies and programs thereto; and thereby submit same to the council;

B. Make and consult customers and stakeholders participate fully on the agenda documents, and consider and entail or treat the appropriateness of their recommendations;

C. Issues to be presented to the council are to reinforce good linkage exists therein, with other regional peoples and whether or not it takes into account experience of stakeholders.

D. Where the agendas presented to the council are on the basis of complete information, consider people’s interest and are compatible with the existing proclamations and regulations thereof.

E. Agendas to be presented to the council shall specifically entail initiative statement and acceptable proposal, with its reason, from among alternative decision-proposals thereof.

F. Ensure that issues to be presented to the council of regional Government are beyond the jurisdiction of presenter Bureau and thereby requires decision of the council.

G. Include to the plan of council the agendas presented to the council for decision thereof, with the exception of emergency and compulsory issues (that may not be viewed on schedule)

H. Customers (Bureaus) shall, having caused the verification of legal related agendas to be presented for decision through Justice Bureau, submit to the council
3. Prior to its presentation to the council of regional government, any agenda shall be sent to the office and meet criteria of quality and completeness for agenda. Any agenda that is not presented following this procedure shall not be submitted to the council.

4. With a view to using modern information technology, each and every customer (Bureaus) shall send Amharic soft and hard copy of document of the agenda as well as each and every government office shall have its own e-mail address and notify same to the office thereof.

3. Effective Date

This regulation shall come into force as of the day of its deliberation upon and approved by the Council of the Regional Government.

Done at BahirDar
This 5th day of June, 2009
Ayalew Gobezie
Head of Government of the Amhara National Regional State